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Abstract
Multi-state models provide an extension of the usual survival/event-history analysis setting. In the medical domain, multi-

state models give the possibility of further investigating intermediate events such as relapse and remission. In this work, a

further extension is proposed using relative survival, where mortality due to population causes (i.e. non-disease-related

mortality) is evaluated. The objective is to split all mortality in disease and non-disease-related mortality, with and without

intermediate events, in datasets where cause of death is not recorded or is uncertain. To this end, population mortality

tables are integrated into the estimation process, while using the basic relative survival idea that the overall mortality

hazard can be written as a sum of a population and an excess part. Hence, we propose an upgraded non-parametric

approach to estimation, where population mortality is taken into account. Precise definitions and suitable estimators

are given for both the transition hazards and probabilities. Variance estimating techniques and confidence intervals are

introduced and the behaviour of the new method is investigated through simulations. The newly developed methodology

is illustrated by the analysis of a cohort of patients followed after an allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.

The work has been implemented in the R package mstate.
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1 Introduction
Multi-state models provide a framework for simultaneously analyzing competing events and sequences of events. In
the medical field, these models help to study the impact of intermediate events on the prognosis of patients, and
allow to estimate separate probabilities of death with and without the intermediate event at multiple time horizons.
Interest can also be in distinguishing between deaths due to the studied disease and its treatment (excess mortality)
and deaths due to other (population) causes. This is of particular interest in an older patient population where the
risk of dying due to other causes is high and may considerably contribute to the overall proportion of deaths.
However, cause of death is often not reported,1 unreliable2,3 or cannot unequivocally be attributed to the disease or
other causes.

Our motivating example comes from the study of outcomes for patients after an allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell trans-
plantation (alloHCT) for myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs) or secondary acute myeloid leukemia (sAML).4 Patients with
these indications represent the oldest major patient population referred to alloHCT with a median age of 58 years at alloHCT
(registry data from 2012). These patients are at significant risk for two competing failures: relapse of the underlying disease
and non-relapse mortality (NRM), which for a large part is due to the transplantation and pre-treatment. The occurence of
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relapse leads to a very poor prognosis. We investigated the contribution of population mortality to both death after relapse
(DaR) and NRM. This enabled us to estimate the probability of excess NRM, which especially for older patients and for long-
term outcomes may provide a better estimate for treatment-related mortality than all NRM. The current paper discusses and
extends the model introduced in that paper.

When reliable information on causes of death is not available in the medical data, one needs to address this issue using
external data. This is the core idea of the relative survival field5: the observed data is merged with general population mor-
tality tables6 to indirectly enable the estimation of cause-specific hazards and probabilities.7,8 In this work, we extend the
ideas of the relative survival methodology to a Markov time-inhomogeneous multi-state model where we focus on non-
parametric estimation of transition hazards and probabilities. We provide a theoretical foundation, a study of behaviour
of the methods under different scenarios and a software implementation in R that makes the methodology readily available
to other users.

These measures have also been the focus of the relative survival field, which has seen considerable development in the
last decade.5,9,10 With the generalisation to multi-state models, a new level of complexity is added. The main contribution
of this paper is to discuss which measures may be of main interest in this setting and how to estimate them. We propose
estimators for cumulative hazards and transition probabilities and study their properties, including their (asymptotic) var-
iances. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first extension of relative survival to non-parametric estimation in a Markov
multi-state model, whereas other semi-parametric11–13 or parametric14,15 approaches have already been proposed. An
extensive simulation study of properties of the estimators in terms of bias, standard error and coverage probability for con-
fidence intervals (CIs) has thus been performed. The simulation study is also the first (as to our knowledge) to extensively
investigate the behaviour of different confidence interval methods for non-parametric multi-state models.

The article is structured as follows: in Section 2, we present the main theoretical grounds of our work. In Section 3, we
present simulation results by which this new approach is evaluated. In Section 4, we will reanalyze the motivating dataset to
illustrate the behaviour and interpretation of the new model. This also serves as a step-by-step overview of how such an
analysis can be performed in R using the newly developed R code. In Section 5, we discuss the main findings of the article
and provide conclusions.

2 Extended multi-state model integrating relative survival
We start by introducing the theoretical background of multi-state models and relative survival needed for our work in
Sections 2.1 and 2.2. We then present our proposed extension in Section 2.3.

2.1 General multi-state model
A multi-state model is a stochastic process (X (t), t ∈ [0, τ)) with a finite state space S of size K, τ ∈ IR+, where the sample
paths are assumed to be right-continuous, i.e., X (t + ) = X (t). Thus, X (t) represents the state at which the process (or a
given individual) is present at time t. A transition from state h to state j takes place when an individual at risk in state
h experiences an event that makes them enter state j.

Transition probabilities are defined in the following way

Phj(s, t) = Prob(X (t) = j|X (s) = h, Fs),

for every combination of states h, j ∈ S; s, t ∈ [0, τ), s ≤ t, and Fs containing the complete history (i.e. filtration) up to
time s. In our work, we will assume that X (t) is a Markov process so that the transition probability definition simplifies to

Phj(s, t) = Prob(X (t) = j|X (s) = h). (1)

A Markov model implies a clock-forward approach, that is, time is always measured since the same starting time, usually
entry in the starting state.

From this, we can define transition hazards (or transition intensities) as the derivative of Phj(s, t) with respect to t (which
we assume to exist), evaluated at s = t

λhj(t) = lim
Δt→0

Phj(t, t + Δt)
Δt

;
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the cumulative hazard is then defined as

Λhj(t) =
∫t
0
λhj(u) du.

Apart from the definition in formula (1), transition probabilities can also be defined in a matrix form using a product integral

P(s, t) = 
(s,t]

(I+ λ(u)du). (2)

where P(s, t) represents a square matrix of size K × K. In such a matrix, every entry represents the transition probability of
being in a given state at time t conditional on being in a given state at time s. Similarly, λ(t) is a matrix of size K × K contain-
ing the hazards λhj(t) for all possible transitions h → j, h ≠ j; whereas diagonal values are defined as λhh(t) = −∑ j≠h λhj(t).

Note that by Λ(t) we denote the cumulative hazard equivalent of λ(t).
Both transition hazards and probabilities are of key interest for our work. In Figure 1, we introduce the multi-state model

which will be used as the leading example in the article. In this model, all patients with a certain disease are alive at time zero
and have no change of their underlying disease status (e.g. relapse). From the starting state they can then experience two com-
peting risks: relapse (an intermediate event) or death (i.e. non-relapse mortality, NRM; an absorbing state). Death can also
occur after relapse. We call this state death after relapse (DaR) which is also an absorbing state. Thus, the model in
Figure 1 is the usual illness-death model where the death state is split into two different states in order to distinguish the prob-
abilities of dying before or after relapse (NRM and DaR, respectively). The two probabilities sum up to the total probability of
dying. Although the intermediate event considered is relapse, any other relevant event could be considered, for example,
recurrence, progression, adverse event, additional treatment, or recovery. In the following, we assume that each individual
has the same censoring time for the different events for which they are at risk (which will typically differ between individuals),
that all relapses before the individual censoring times are recorded in the dataset, and that the event times are observed exactly.

This model contains the key features of a multi-state model: combinations of competing risks and series of events. All
theory and the implementation in software discussed below are also valid when the model is extended with additional
states. They also hold when individuals start in different states or are only observed after a certain timepoint (left-truncated
observations).

We now turn to estimation. The Nelson-Aalen estimator is the common non-parametric estimator used for the cumu-
lative transition hazard

Λ̂hj(t) =
∫t
0

dNhj(u)

Yh(u)
, (3)

where Nhj(u) represents the counting process that gives the number of h → j transitions in the time interval [0, u], whereas
Yh(u) =

∑n
i=1 Yh,i(u) gives the size of the at-risk set, that is, the number of individuals present in state h just before time u

(Yh,i(u) indicates whether the ith individual is present in state h just before time u).
For estimating the variance of the Nelson-Aalen estimator the Greenwood estimator is used, as commonly suggested in

the literature16–19:

V̂arG(Λ̂hj(t)) =
∫t
0

dNhj(u)

Yh(u)(Yh(u)− dNhj(u))
. (4)

Figure 1. Transition diagram for the basic multi-state model.
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For estimating transition probabilities the Aalen-Johansen estimator is standardly used; it is obtained from formula (2) by

replacing Λ(t) with the corresponding estimator Λ̂(t):

P̂(s, t) = 
(s,t]

I+ dΛ̂(u)), (5)

or written in discrete form: P̂(s, t) =
∏

u∈(s,t]
(I+ ΔΛ̂(u)), where u indicates all event times in (s, t] in the dataset.

We point out that both the Nelson-Aalen and Aalen-Johansen estimator are consistent when the multi-state model is
Markov. For a non-Markov process, the Nelson-Aalen estimator is also consistent.20 We also note that by using the land-
mark Aalen-Johansen estimator, each Phj(s, t) can be estimated consistently.21

For estimating the variance of transition probabilities we can again use the Greenwood estimator. We denote it as
V̂arG(P̂(s, t)), for which an exact definition is available in previous literature.22,16

Here we have provided only the basic tools from multi-state models that are needed for this work; a more thorough and
theoretical introduction can be found in previous work.23–25

2.2 Relative survival
We will now introduce the main ideas of relative survival which are relevant for this work, using the basic survival setting
where only one event (death) is reported in the data. Suppose we are interested in distinguishing between two causes of
death—death due to the disease and its treatment and due to other (population) causes. To make this distinction we use
population mortality tables as an additional source of information. Such mortality tables give hazards for every individual
based on demographic covariates which have to be present both in the dataset and in the mortality tables (e.g. age, sex, year,
country) to allow for proper matching. This enables us to evaluate the amount of deaths due to other (population) causes in
the diseased population.

This information has to be appropriately incorporated in a model. We assume that the (observed) hazard of dying λ(t) is
the sum of two (unobserved) hazards, the hazard of dying because of the disease (i.e. the excess hazard, denoted as λE(t))
and the hazard of dying because of other causes (the population hazard, denoted as λP(t)). This assumption characterizes the
additive model

λ(t) = λE(t)+ λP(t). (6)

The model is illustrated in Figure 2. In the interest of clarity we give an exact definition of these hazards. Let TE be the time
to excess death and TP time to population death (i.e. death from other causes). We denote the minimum of these two times
as T , the time of death. Time T can be also subject to a censoring time TC which we assume to be non-informative. Hence,

T̃ = min(T, TC) is observed, together with the event indicator at T̃ (event or censoring). Then the hazard definition follows

λ(t) = lim
Δt�0

P(t < T ≤ t + Δt|T > t)

Δt
; λE(t) = lim

Δt�0

P(t < TE ≤ t + Δt|T > t)

Δt
; λP(t) = lim

Δt�0

P(t < TP ≤ t + Δt|T > t)

Δt
.

The two hazards λE(t) and λP(t) are referred to as cause-specific hazards26 in analogy to the standard competing risks
model where both causes of death are observed.

It is important to note that in the definition of λE(t) and λP(t) we condition on {T > t}. This means that we condition
on the observed time and “stick to the real world”.27 Another possibility would be to condition on {TE > t} and
{TP > t}, respectively, which is commonly done when defining net survival.5 A more in-depth study of hazard defi-
nitions has been previously provided.10,5,9 We further assume that the population of interest is small compared to the
general population, that is, that removing the subpopulation of interest from population life tables would have neg-
ligible effect on λP.

Figure 2. Illustration of the additive model given in formula (6).
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The cumulative hazard Λ(t) = �t
0λ(u)du can be estimated using the Nelson-Aalen estimator. The population hazard λP(t)

is estimated using mortality tables: for the ith individual we can obtain λPi(t) based on demographic covariate values. An
estimator for the cumulative version of λP(t) is then defined as

Λ̂P(t) =
∫t
0

∑n
i=1 Yi(u) dΛPi(u)

Y (u)
, (7)

based on n individuals in the dataset. The definition of Λ̂P(t) corresponds to the definition of ΛP(t) when written with
respect to the covariate distribution, see formula (1) in the Supplemental Material where we have also provided a
derivation.

The estimator for the cumulative excess hazard ΛE(t) is defined as the difference of the estimators for the observed and
population cumulative hazards, that is,

Λ̂E(t) =
∫t
0

dN (u)

Y (u)
−
∫t
0

∑n
i=1 Yi(u) dΛPi(u)

Y (u)
, (8)

where N (u) represents the number of events in [0, u].

2.3 Extended multi-state model integrating relative survival
2.3.1 Estimation of hazards and probabilities
We will now extend this basic multi-state model presented in Section 2.1 with the relative survival approach introduced in
Section 2.2. Thus, we will split death states in a multi-state model into excess and population counterparts. To better illus-
trate the idea, we will extend the example given in Figure 1. By matching the observed data with population mortality data,
we would like to estimate the amount of population and excess deaths, both before and after the intermediate event. Such a
model is illustrated in Figure 3—although the exact cause of death is not present in the dataset (the observed data are the
same as before), we show two arrows and two additional death states by which we differentiate between excess and popu-
lation death.

We now discuss the quantities of interest and their estimation under this model. We start with the hazards. For transi-
tions that do not reach death (e.g. the transition from Alive relapse-free to Relapse, see Figure 3), the hazard is the same as
in the standard multi-state model (Figure 1). It can again be estimated by the Nelson-Aalen estimator (3). On the other hand,
each transition reaching death is now split into two (compare transitions 2 and 3 in Figure 1 to the split transitions in
Figure 3). The hazards for these transitions have the same form as in Section 2.2. The estimators follow from formulas
(7) and (8) which we now write in general form. For a transition reaching death h → j the estimators of the cumulative
hazards for the population and excess transitions, denoted by (hj, P) and (hj, E), are

Λ̂hj,P(t) =
∫t
0

∑n
i=1 Yh,i(u) dΛPi(u)

Yh(u)
; Λ̂hj,E(t) =

∫t
0

dNhj(u)

Yh(u)
−
∫t
0

∑n
i=1 Yh,i(u) dΛPi(u)

Yh(u)
. (9)

The estimators provided in formula (9) have the same form as in formulas (7), (8), the difference being that now through the
at-risk process Yh(t) and counting process Nhj(t) we can take into account additional competing risks (e.g. relapse) and left-
truncation. Transitions from the intermediate state to death are usually left-truncated since individuals experience the tran-
sition to the intermediate event at different timepoints after time 0. Partly as a consequence of the later entry in the state and
partly because some demographic features might be associated with an increased risk for the intermediate event,

Figure 3. Transition diagram for the extended multi-state model.
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demographic covariate values of those who experienced the intermediate event tend to be different from the whole group at
baseline. These aspects are properly taken into account by continuously updating the population hazard based on the char-
acteristics of the individuals observed to be at risk for each transition at each timepoint.

We also examine some additional characteristics of the estimators Λ̂hj,P(t) and Λ̂hj,E(t). First, we point out that the cumu-
lative hazard Λhj(t) is continuous whereas λhj(t) may or may not be continuous. Compared to the Nelson-Aalen estimator

Λ̂hj(t) =
�t
0
dNhj(u)
Yh(u)

which is a step function (jumps occur only at event times), Λ̂hj,P(t) as defined in (9) is continuous and

piecewise linear, since λPi(u) is taken from mortality tables. Consequently, Λ̂hj,E(t) is defined as a difference of a step
and a continuous function (and is càdlàg, like Λ̂hj(t)). In practice, the estimation is done on small intervals (usually on
a daily basis). However, Λ̂hj,P(t) and Λ̂hj,E(t) are then evaluated at event times only (like the Nelson-Aalen estimator
Λ̂hj(t)) and they are taken to be constant between event times. This procedure causes some bias, which is mostly negligible.
The same approach is taken in Pavlič and Pohar Perme28 where it is also further discussed (see Section 3.4). Nonetheless,
our R implementation allows for additional evaluation of the estimators at any choice of timepoints (e.g. on a daily basis).
An illustration of the estimation process is given in the Supplemental Material, Section S2.

Having defined the estimates for transition hazards, we now turn to transition probabilities. Estimator P̂(s, t) is again
defined in matrix form (5), whereby λ(t) is extended using excess and population hazards for all split transitions. The
product integral (5) then provides estimates, where for every split transition h → j we obtain estimates P̂hj,P(s, t) and
P̂hj,E(s, t), whereas for all remaining transitions the definition of the estimator of the transition probabilities stays the
same. In practice, transition probabilities are also estimated on small intervals but evaluated at event times only—a corre-
sponding example is provided in the Supplemental Material. We further note that in the commonly used setting where all
patients begin in the starting state at time zero and only transition probabilities conditioning on this point of departure are
considered, transition probabilities are equivalent to state occupation probabilities.24

There are also other measures that are common in relative survival. One such measure is net survival.5 However, it is
questionable whether this measure is of interest for a multi-state model as its interpretation becomes less straightforward.

2.3.2 Variance estimation
We consider two approaches for estimating the variances of hazard and probability estimators—one based on the
Greenwood estimator and the second one based on non-parametric bootstrap (simple resampling with replacement of
individuals).

We start with transition hazards: for non-split transitions we use the usual Greenwood estimator (4) or bootstrap. To
estimate the variances of the split hazards Λ̂hj,E(t) and Λ̂hj,P(t) we also consider two options. In the first, we assume that
Var(Λ̂hj(t)) = Var(Λ̂hj,E(t)), thus we take V̂arG(Λ̂hj(t)) as the estimator of Var(Λ̂hj,E(t)). In this case, one assumes that
the population hazard Λ̂hj,P(t) is fixed and has variance zero. This assumption is often made because of the use of mortality
tables which are deterministic. However, as is clear from formula (9), the estimator Λ̂hj,P(t) is not deterministic since Yh(t)
brings some variability through the composition of the study population in terms of the demographic covariates (age, sex,
year, etc.). As a second option for evaluating variability we use the bootstrap, which will help investigate if this additional
assumption is reasonable.

Analogously, the variance of estimates for the transition probabilities is estimated using the Greenwood and bootstrap
options.

2.3.3 CI methods
We consider CI methods for transition hazards and probabilities. Although the model of interest is still the model intro-
duced in the previous subsection, the methods are general and can be applied in any non-parametric multi-state Markov
model. We denote by θ the transition hazard or probability at a given time for a given transition and θ̂ its corresponding
estimate. By denoting V̂arG(θ̂) and V̂arboot(θ̂) to be the Greenwood and bootstrap estimators of the variance, respectively,
we define the following CI methods.

(CI1) Plain scale using Greenwood (plain.G): a symmetrical (1− α)% CI on the plain scale using the Greenwood esti-
mator for the variance

θ̂ ±Φ(1− α

2
) ·

									
V̂arG(θ̂)

√
, (10)

where Φ denotes the cdf of the standard normal distribution.
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(CI2) Plain scale using bootstrap (plain.boot): a symmetrical (1− α)% CI on the plain scale using the bootstrap esti-
mator for the variance

θ̂ ±Φ
(
1− α

2

)
·
												
V̂arboot(θ̂).

√
(11)

(CI3) Log scale using bootstrap (log.boot): a (1− α)% CI on the log scale (based on the delta method) using the boot-
strap estimator for the variance

θ̂ · exp

{
± Φ 1 − α

2

( )
·
											
V̂arboot(θ̂)

√
θ̂

}
. (12)

(CI4) Quantiles using bootstrap (q.boot): a (1− α)% CI where the limits of the CI are taken to be the 2.5% and 97.5%

quantiles of θ̂ over the bootstrap samples.
We define two additional methods which we use for comparison with the previous four methods:

(CI5) Logit scale using bootstrap (logit.boot): a (1− α)% CI on the logit scale using the bootstrap estimator for the
variance

eθ̂l

1+ eθ̂l
,

eθ̂u

1+ eθ̂u

[ ]
, where θ̂l/u = log

(
θ̂

1− θ̂

)
∓Φ

(
1− α

2

) 											
V̂arboot(θ̂)

θ̂(1− θ̂).

√

(CI6) Complementary log-log using bootstrap (cloglog.boot): a (1− α)% complementary log-log CI using the boot-
strap estimator for the variance

exp − exp log (− logθ̂)−Φ 1− α

2

( ) 											
V̂arboot(θ̂)

√
θ̂ logθ̂

⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, exp − exp log (− logθ̂)+Φ 1− α

2

( ) 											
V̂arboot(θ̂)

√
θ̂ logθ̂

⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎣ ⎤⎦.

3 Simulations
We analyse the characteristics of the developed methodology presented in Section 2.3 through simulations. First, in Section
3.1, we introduce all details regarding how the simulations were performed and in Section 3.2, we present the results. All
simulations were done in R, version 3.5.229 using the packages mstate30 and relsurv.28 The main simulation functions
have been added in a separate .R-file (simulation_functions.R) in the Supplemental Material.

3.1 Defining the simulation study
In this section, we present the aims, data-generating mechanisms, estimands, methods, and performance measures (i.e.
ADEMP) used for simulation. These are reported as proposed in the tutorial by Morris et al.31

3.1.1 Aims
Our main goal is to investigate how the newly proposed estimators for the extension of multi-state models with population
mortality perform in a wide range of simulation scenarios. We will evaluate their bias, standard errors (SE) and coverage
probabilities (CPs).

3.1.2 Data-generating mechanisms
Transition diagram: we use the same transition diagram as shown in Figure 3. At time 0, all individuals are alive event-
free. All individuals are followed up to a maximum of 10 years.

Generating event times: for every individual we generate a trajectory, where the variables and event times are obtained
in the following way:

1. Demographic variables D are simulated independently for every individual: age (uniform), sex (binary), year (uniform).
In all simulations, sex is distributed Bernoulli(0.5) and year of diagnosis is taken Uniform[1990-01-01, 2000-01-01].
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Age is also simulated with the uniform distribution on a prespecified interval that will be adjusted for every simulating
scenario so that the amount of population deaths is controlled.

2. We first have three event times for the following competing risks: relapse, population NRM, and excess NRM. In prac-
tice, we only observe NRM and relapse, but in the simulations we also generate the underlying population and excess
times to death. If an individual reaches state relapse, times to population DaR and excess DaR are then simulated con-
ditional on the time of relapse. All event times are simulated independently.32

3. Times to death from population causes are simulated using population mortality tables for Slovenia (which are available
in R-package relsurv, object slopop). For simulating the transition from relapse to population DaR the demo-
graphic covariate values at time of relapse are considered.

4. Remaining event times (time to relapse, excess NRM, and excess DaR) are simulated using λi(t) = λ0(t) · exp (β⊤Di).
• In the simplest case, we take the hazard to be constant (i.e. we use the exponential distribution). In this case, the base-

line hazard is constant and there are no covariate effects (λ0(t) = λ0).
• In some simulating scenarios, we take Weibull distributed event times for these transitions. In this case, λ0(t) is the

hazard of a Weibull distribution with parameters a (rate) and b (shape); λ0(t) = abtb−1. In this case, no covariate
effects are considered. We further note that event times for the transition from relapse to excess DaR are simulated
using a left-truncated Weibull distribution33 where one conditions on the time of relapse; by this the Markov assump-
tion is fulfilled.

• Furthermore, we take simulation scenarios with a covariate effect (where β is not equal to zero). The covariate effect
is included with respect to age, where age is first centered around 0.

5. Although we simulate event times for both population and excess transitions, only the minimum of these is included in
the dataset as observed value.

6. The generated times are then subjected to censoring. Censoring times are simulated from the exponential distribution.
The rate parameter of the distribution is modified for every scenario such that approximately 20% of all individuals are
censored at the end of follow-up time (10 years).

Simulation scenarios: as mentioned, all population-related event times are generated using the same mortality tables, but
population hazards vary between scenarios by adjusting the age distribution. Based on how the remaining event times are
distributed and the magnitude of their hazards we define the five following simulation scenarios:

1. exp.small: for all transitions that are not population-related, the exponential distribution is used and the amount of popu-
lation deaths is small.

2. exp.large: for all transitions that are not population-related, the exponential distribution is used and the amount of popu-
lation deaths is close to the amount of excess deaths.

3. weibull: for all transitions that are not population-related, the Weibull distribution is used and the amount of population
deaths is small.

4. cov.eff.pos: we allow for a covariate effect for certain transitions, the baseline hazard is again constant. The covariate
effects of age on the hazard of having excess NRM and relapse are positive. No covariate effect is taken for the hazard of
having excess DaR.

5. cov.eff.neg: we allow for a covariate effect for certain transitions, the baseline hazard is again constant. The covariate
effect of age on the hazard of having excess NRM is positive, whereas on relapse it is negative. No covariate effect is
taken for the hazard of having excess DaR.

Details on exact parameters can be found in the Supplemental Material. We additionally assess the impact of sample size on
the estimators by varying sample size: n = 500, 1000, and 2000 subjects.

3.1.3 Estimands
Our main measures of interest are the transition hazards and probabilities of the multi-state model. All values are assessed at
1, 2, 5, and 10 years, together with the corresponding SEs and CIs. All these measures have been defined in Section 2.3.

Exact transition hazards and probabilities (the true values) were calculated by integrating with respect to the covariate
distribution D, which was not straightforward since times to population death were generated using mortality tables (see
Section S1 in the Supplemental Material). The numerical integration was done in R.

3.1.4 Methods
We use the non-parametric approach outlined in Section 2.3 to estimate all transition hazards and probabilities, and we
compare the performance of the variance estimators and the different CI methods.
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3.1.5 Performance measures
Bias: let θ be the transition hazard or probability to be estimated at a given time for a given transition, whereas θ̂i is the
estimate of θ for the ith replication of a simulation scenario. We define

θ̂ = 1

nsim

∑nsim
i=1

θ̂i.

Then the definition of absolute and relative bias follows

absolute bias = θ − θ̂, relative bias = θ − θ̂

θ
.

Relative bias is reported in the simulation results. This allows for an easy comparison of results across different timepoints.
Standard errors: we compared the two approaches for estimating variances (Greenwood and bootstrap) as defined in

Section 2.3.2. For the bootstrap 100 replications are taken. We also calculate empirical SEs, that is, the standard deviation
across all simulation replications

ŜE =
																							

1

nsim − 1

∑nsim
i=1

(θ̂i − θ̂)2
√

.

Coverage probabilities: 95% CIs will be calculated for transition hazards and probabilities using the methods introduced
in Section 2.3.3. The estimated CP is then the proportion of times the resulting CI contains the true estimand value.

We also use the CP for calculating the number of replications nsim needed in the simulations. As in Section 5.3 in Morris
et al.,31 we require that the SE for the CP equals 0.5%. Knowing that the expected CP equals 95%, it follows that
nsim = 1900. We note that if we would require the SE for the CP to be 1% we would obtain nsim = 475. In our simulations,
we round this to nsim = 2000.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Bias
Bias was negligible in all scenarios. Figure 4 shows the relative bias for cumulative transition hazards for all scenarios
evaluated at the end of follow-up (10 years). An equivalent figure for transition probabilities is given in Figure S4 in
the Supplemental Material. On average, relative bias was smaller when the sample size increased, which is expected.
It seems that the relative bias was distributed around 0 and that behaviour was appropriate for all transitions and scenarios.
For simulation scenarios with a covariate effect a slightly larger deviation from 0 was seen, but when the sample size was
large enough (e.g. 2000), the relative bias was close to 0.

3.2.2 Standard errors
In Figure 5, we show SEs for scenario exp.large with sample size 2000. Through this example we will explain the crucial
characteristics that were present in all of the simulation scenarios. The Greenwood option gave a zero estimate of the vari-
ance for population-related hazards and consequently, the estimated variance was also smaller for the corresponding tran-
sition probabilities. The bootstrap option better reflected the uncertainty in the estimates, as is confirmed by its values being
close to the empirical SE. Furthermore, SEs were smaller for population-related transitions than for their excess counter-
parts. When the amount of population deaths was increased, the SE of these population-related transitions increased as
well.

When looking at the left-truncated transition going from relapse to excess DaR, we can see that both variance estimators
for the cumulative hazards, Greenwood and bootstrap-based, gave evidently smaller SEs than the empirical SE. This
occurred for all simulation scenarios. As further explained in Section S3 of the Supplemental Material, this phenomenon
does not only appear for the extended multi-state model but is already present in a basic multi-state model for left-truncated
transitions. Solving this problem is out of the scope of this paper.

For transition probabilities (Figure 5) both estimator options were close to the empirical SE, the population-related tran-
sitions being an exception. In this case, the bootstrap was again a reliable option. The SEs for population-related transition
probabilities increased when the amount of population deaths increased.

We find the bootstrap-based method a reliable option for estimating variances for all transitions in the wide range of
scenarios we have explored. For some simulation scenarios (those with a covariate effect) there was a small difference
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between the bootstrap estimate and the empirical SE for samples of size 500 and 1000. However, these differences dimin-
ished for samples of size 2000.

We additionally compared the SEs for the split transitions to the SEs for the observed transitions. In most cases, the
empirical SEs for the observed transitions were very similar to the ones for the excess-related transitions. This has been
proven to hold asymptotically for transition hazards, that is, Var(Λ̂hj(t)) ≈ Var(Λ̂hj,E(t)).

22 On the other hand, SEs for
population-related transitions were smaller than for their excess-counterparts and they were mostly dependent upon the
amount of population deaths and variability in the distribution of the demographic variables.

3.2.3 Confidence intervals
The SEs relative to the cumulative hazards and transition probabilities are small in either estimation approach. To addition-
ally evaluate how well the two variance estimators (Greenwood and bootstrap) perform, we use CPs. Figure 6 shows CPs
for transition probabilities at the end of follow-up. An equivalent graph for transition hazards is shown in the Supplemental
Material (Figure S5). On average, CPs were more stable and closer to the nominal value for transition probabilities than for

Figure 4. Relative bias for cumulative hazards evaluated at end of follow-up (10 years). States: Alive relapse-free (ARF), Relapse,

population NRM (NRM.p), excess NRM (NRM.e), population DaR (DaR.p), and excess DaR (DaR.e).

Figure 5. Standard erorrs for cumulative hazards and transition probabilities for scenario exp.large with sample size 2000 (average

over 2000 replications). States: Alive relapse-free (ARF), Relapse, population NRM (NRM.p), excess NRM (NRM.e), population DaR

(DaR.p), and excess DaR (DaR.e).
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hazards. By increasing the sample size the CPs also tended to increase and stay close to the nominal value (results not
shown).

In almost all cases, q.boot gave smaller CPs than the other methods. For population-related transitions, the plain.G
method gave inadequate CIs—on the hazard level we got zero-width CIs, on the probability level they were somewhat
larger but their coverage was still far from the nominal value 95% (in many cases, this was smaller than 85% and thus
not shown in Figure 6). This is a consequence of the variance estimator that was taken to equal 0 for these transitions.
On the other hand, by using plain.boot (the same CI method but with the bootstrap SE estimate) we get much better cov-
erages, see Figure 6. We also note that for transition probabilities, the plain.G and plain.boot methods can provide CIs that
are outside of the [0, 1] interval.

The plain.boot and log.boot methods which were based on bootstrap SE estimates behaved similarily in the simuations,
but the latter method gave much better results for some cases. For left-truncated and population-related transitions the
log.boot method gave larger CPs which were closer to the nominal coverage—this was especially evident at earlier time-
points. An example of this is shown in Figure S6 in the Supplemental Material. Thus, log.boot is the preferred choice
between the four introduced CI methods.

However, there were cases where even log.boot gave lower CPs than expected; this was most evident for some left-
truncated and population-related transitions for scenarios cov.eff.pos and cov.eff.neg. This phenomenon occurred whenever
the bootstrap SE estimate was lower than the empirical SE. To understand whether this is a consequence of the log.boot
method we have also compared it to the logit.boot and cloglog.boot methods to see if an improvement in the CPs would
occur. This has been considered in the Supplemental Material (Figure S9) where we can see that the three methods provide
very similar CPs. Thus an improved variance estimator that does not underestimate the true variance (in these specific
cases) is needed. We leave this question for further research.

4 Illustration
The new methodology is briefly illustrated by a reanalysis of previously presented data,4 which is taken as a motivating
example in this article. The study population consisted of patients who had received a first allogeneic hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation (alloHCT) for MDS or sAML between January 2000 and December 2012 and were recorded
in the registry of the EBMT.34 Further details on the selection criteria, patient characteristics and outcomes are available
in the motivational paper.4

Patients were followed since alloHCT and possible outcomes were relapse/progression (for the remainder of this section
we call this relapse) or death where we again distinguish between NRM and DaR. Thus, a multi-state model with a tran-
sition diagram as shown in Figure 1 is applicable, which can be further extended as shown in Figure 3. To better illustrate
the usefulness of the methodology proposed, a subsample from the original dataset was taken, only including patients aged
≥ 60 years at alloHCT and still alive relapse-free at 2 years after alloHCT (the landmark time). Population mortality is

Figure 6. Coverage probabilities for transition probabilities evaluated at the end of follow-up (10 years) (averaged across sample

sizes). Method plain.G gives inadequate coverage probabilities for population NRM and population DaR, many of which are smaller than

85% and thus are not shown in the figure. States: Alive relapse-free (ARF), Relapse, population NRM (NRM.p), excess NRM (NRM.e),

population DaR (DaR.p), and excess DaR (DaR.e).
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especially relevant for this group of older patients who have survived the first hazardous period after alloHCT. Data from a
total of 753 patients from 19 European countries were included, with a median age of 63.9 years, where 62% of them were
male and 38% female. For this example, we restrict follow-up time to 8 years.

Figure 7 shows the estimated cumulative hazards (left graph) and transition probabilities (right graph) for the extended
multi-state model, whereas in the Supplemental Material, these estimated values are shown with the corresponding CIs, see
Figures S7 and S8. The huge cumulative hazard of excess DaR is a sign of the very poor prognosis after relapse. The cumu-
lative hazard of experiencing relapse is for most of the time slightly larger than the cumulative hazard of excess NRM. The
hazards for the population-related transitions are very similar, their difference only caused by the different composition of
the risk sets in terms of demographic variables in the states ARF and Relapse.

The transition probabilities (right graph in Figure 7) provide additional insight into the outcomes of the transplanted
patients. The probability of being alive and relapse-free steadily decreases through time and reaches a probability of
56.9% (95% log.boot CI: [52.1, 62.1]) at 8 years (in this paragraph, all probabilities with the corresponding 95%
log.boot CIs are reported at 8 years). The pattern shown by the hazards is propagated by the transition probabilities.
The probability of dying due to population causes (population NRM or population DaR) equals 10.9%. The probability
of population NRM equals 10.3% (95% CI: [9.7, 10.9]), whereas its excess counterpart (the probability of excess
NRM) is 15.1% (95% CI: [11.3, 20.2]). On the other hand, the probability of population DaR is much smaller than of
excess DaR: 0.6 (95% CI: [0.4, 1.0]) and 13.3 (95% CI: [10.7, 16.5]), respectively, which is due to the strong competing
risk of excess DaR. The probability of being in the relapse state (and having no further event) is steady after 2 years reach-
ing 3.9% (95% CI: [1.7, 8.8]) at end of follow-up.

The clinical interpretation of these results is that DaR is almost identical to death due to relapse. In the past, only young
patients were referred for alloHCT. For these younger patients (below the age of 60 years at the time of alloHCT) NRM is
almost exclusively treatment-related mortality (where treatment refers both to the alloHCT and to other treatments before
and after). Yet age at HCT has continuously increased in the past decades, and the presumption that NRM equals
treatment-related mortality is not valid for the older transplanted population. In our example, this is demonstrated by
the fact that 40.6% of NRM at 10 years after alloHCT for this landmark cohort can be attributed to population mortality.
Thus, their treatment-related mortality can better be estimated by excess NRM.

The R package mstate30 v0.3.2 allows for the introduced extension. After the transition hazards are estimated using the
function msfit, they are supplied to the newly developed msfit.relsurv function. This produces a new and extended msfit
object containing the hazards for the excess and population transitions and their variances, calculated by the methods described
in Section 2.3.2. The extended msfit object can then be supplied to function probtrans, through which transition probabil-
ity estimates and their variance estimates are obtained. Furthermore, plain and log CIs (as defined in Section 2.3.3) can be
obtained using the summary.msfit and summary.probtrans functions. Thus the original package has been upgraded

Figure 7. Estimated cumulative hazards (left) and transition probabilities (right) for patients 65 years or older at alloHCT and alive

relapse-free at the 2-year landmark time estimated in the EBMT dataset (as introduced in Section 4). Estimates provided up to 8 years

since the landmark time. States: Alive relapse-free (ARF), Relapse, population NRM (NRM.p), excess NRM (NRM.e), population DaR

(DaR.p), and excess DaR (DaR.e).
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in such a way that only a small additional step is needed when coding (function msfit.relsurv). A full code example using
mstate is provided in Section S4 of the Supplemental Material.

5 Discussion
In this paper, we have introduced an extension of a multi-state model containing death states where the exact cause of death
is not known. We were able to account for death by other (population) causes in such a model using external population
mortality tables. The relative survival theory has allowed for such an extension where we have solely focused on non-
parametric estimation in a Markov setting. Thus, we have successfully integrated the basic relative survival idea (of split-
ting a death state in excess and population counterparts) in a general multi-state framework for any transition reaching
death.

The present work focuses on transition hazards (through which the extension has been done) and transition probabilities,
the latter being more easily interpretable for a non-statistical audience. The proposed estimators are defined in such a way that
the information from mortality tables is properly taken into account. Based on our simulation study we can conclude that as
expected, estimation bias is very minor.

By using the extended multi-state model we also have to assume the additive model (equation (6)) for all split transi-
tions. Thus, in order for the excess hazard to be a proper hazard, it needs to be positive across the whole time interval. There
are many practical settings where this does not hold35 because the population under study has a better life expectancy than
the general population, for example, because primarily patients with a more robust general health might survive certain
diagnoses. If the model is still applied even though it does not really hold, negative cumulative hazards and transition prob-
abilities are obtained, which could still give a useful message, if interpreted with caution. In such a case, negative cumu-
lative hazards can only be obtained for excess-related transitions which then affect the transition probabilities of the excess
and population death states.

Throughout the paper, we only split transitions to death states. However, the methods (together with the software imple-
mentation) allow transitions reaching intermediate events to be split as well. In this case, we would need adequate popu-
lation tables for those specific transitions. For example, if we want to examine if patients with an autoimmune disease run a
larger risk of a COVID-19 infection and death thereafter than the general population, a model could be developed with
starting state diagnosis, intermediate event COVID-19 infection and absorbing states death before and after COVID-19
infection. Based on observed data for a cohort of these patients and population tables for the hazard of infection by
COVID-19 and death after infection, the transition to the intermediate event could be split into a population and an
excess part and similarly the transition from infection to death after infection could be split. A different example is avail-
able15 where a model for Hodgkin lymphoma patients with a disease of the circulatory system (DCS) as an intermediate
event is considered.

The present work has concentrated on non-parametric estimation of transition hazards, from which the relevant transi-
tion probabilities and state occupation probabilities can be derived. Covariates like age and sex have only been used for
providing the correct population hazards. A next natural step would be to incorporate covariates in the estimation of
the (excess) transition hazards. The most common approach is the Cox proportional hazards model, which has been
used in multi-state models24 and in relative survival.36 Modeling by additive hazards is also an attractive alternative,37

since the distinction between population and excess hazards for a particular transition is also additive, and the subsequent
machinery of calculating transition probabilities from the transition hazards also involves addition of the transition hazards.
Other modeling approaches have been also considered in previous literature.11–15

The suggested theory only uses a small part of the field of relative survival; it does not consider any other relative sur-
vival measures, for example, net survival or the relative survival ratio, and their extension to a general multi-state model.
We leave this point for further research. We note that the crude probability of death (a common measure in relative sur-
vival) has its analogon in the split transition probabilities P̂hj,P(s, t) and P̂hj,E(s, t).

As in any multi-state model, one has to carefully check the Markov assumption when modeling.38 For a general multi-
state model, there can be intermediate states for which the Markov assumption does not hold. One such example would be
if the transition hazard of reaching DaR from relapse is dependent on the duration time in the relapse state. Estimation for
Markov renewal models where transition hazards depend on the duration time has been previously discussed.39 Since for
Markov renewal models the relevant time scale is time since entry into the current state the population hazard in equation
(9) can still be used, but times t and u should be understood to represent time since entry in state h. If the multi-state model
is neither Markov nor Markov renewal, in the setting without population mortality, the estimators of the transition hazards
(in the non-Markov setting) are consistent, as a consequence of Datta and Satten.20 The same authors also show that the
state occupation probability estimator derived from equation (5) is consistent from which it has been proved that the land-
mark Aalen-Johansen estimator21 is also consistent. Unfortunately, we think that these results do not extend to the relative
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survival case in a straightforward way, since the population hazards are not estimated internally together with the other
transition hazards but are coming from external sources, and hence the result of Datta and Satten20 does not apply here.
On the other hand, it should be noted that simulation studies have shown that often estimates of transition probabilities
are remarkably robust to violations of the Markov assumption.21 Hybrid approaches like suggested in Maltzahn et al.40

could well be reasonable compromises in the sense of sacrificing a small amount of bias in favour of reduced variance.
This needs to be investigated in future studies. Another approach for estimating transition probabilities would be using
plug-in models.41 However, this approach requires further assumptions which we do not consider in this work.

For estimating the variance of the proposed measures, we suggest the bootstrap approach which was a suitable option in
most of the simulation scenarios. The Greenwood estimator was also considered as a closed-form estimator. This required
the additional assumption for the variance estimates of the population-related transition hazards to be equal to 0.
This assumption proved to be inadequate since the population-related transitions have substantial variability which is
not considered by this approach. For the remaining transitions the Greenwood estimator proved to be a suitable option.
Instead of making this additional assumption (using the Greenwood estimator), a non-parametric variance estimator for
population-related transitions would be of great use. However, such an estimator has not been developed (as far as we
know). Developing such a variance estimator for the population-related transitions could find its use for many measures
related to relative survival and we leave this for future research.

An additional problem with variance estimation of left-truncated transitions has been also pointed out (and further illu-
strated in the Supplemental Material). This problem is inherent to a basic multi-state model already and is out of the scope
of this paper but can be tackled in future work.

In the simulation study, we have also considered CI methods. The log.boot proved to be a reliable choice across simu-
lations, and is therefore our recommended option. There were cases when the CP of log.boot was evidently smaller than the
nominal value. For a comparison, we have also checked whether the additional logit.boot and cloglog.boot methods would
provide better CPs for the cases when the CP was below 0.95. The three methods have provided very similar results. Thus a
further improvement in the CP would require developing a new variance estimator which does not underestimate the true
variance.

All work has been implemented in R and is free for use through the mstate package.30 The implementation is based on
functions from package relsurv28 which has allowed for an easy and optimal usage of mortality tables which is other-
wise not trivial. The current R implementation also allows for non-parametric estimation based on left-truncated observa-
tions in a standard survival setting (which has not been always considered in previous software implementations) and for
future extensions to Cox-model based semi-parametric models. From what we know this is the first such implementation in
R. Its use has been illustrated through an application. The Supplemental Material shows self-contained code that can help
the reader to apply this methodology.

To conclude, we believe that the proposed extension of a non-parametric multi-state model could find its use in a wide
range of practical applications. Especially for interventions encompassing potential long-term beneficial and adverse
effects offered to older patients with a remaining life-expectancy of several years or even a decade, taking into account
population mortality as part of the different components of mortality is relevant. In this paper, we have mostly focused
on the theoretical aspects of this work. By conducting a thorough simulation study, we have further understood the prop-
erties of the estimators and come across additional challenges, some of which have to be dealt with in the future (e.g. vari-
ance estimation for left-truncated transitions, a theoretical variance estimator for population-related transitions, an
improved CI method). We have devised an R application that relies on previous multi-state implementations in R. Thus
by providing such a tool we believe that this work can be beneficial in many practical settings.
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